Mazatlan Mexico – Fishing is Not the Only Thing to
Enjoy!
Every year thousands of travelers visit Mazatlán to compete in sport fishing
tournaments. Undoubtedly, Mazatlán is an incredible destination, if you are a fishing
enthusiast. However, the attractions of the exotic region are not limited to fishing. The
beauty of the city is also worth admiring as it is located on the shores of Sea of Cortez.

There is no issue in driving in Mexico provided you have obtained quality Mexican auto
insurance online. However, if you relying on your existing auto policy, Mexican
authorities will not validate it in case of an auto accident and you will be detained until you clear the financial obligations. This
explains why it is important to buy Mexico insurance. You should always buy auto policy from a company that is authorized and
recognized to do business in Mexico and it is recommended that you buy Mexican insurance online for reliable low cost coverage.

The neighborhood of the city is another thing that keeps Mazatlán in the top spots of the travelers. In the neighborhoods, the
Golden Zone is the most important tourist spot. Colloquially, it is known as “Zona Dorado.” Golden zone is famous for calm
beachfront that provide perfect conditions for swimming and other aquatic adventure. You will find some of the best hotels of
Mazatlán located by the beaches of golden zone. You can stroll on the white sand to feel the serenity of nature. However, if you
are driving in golden zone, you should carry quality Mexican insurance.

As the sun goes down, you can enjoy incredible show in the clouds and this is the time when area comes to real life. The streets of
the golden zone are full of cafes, restaurants, clubs and pubs where amazing Mexican nightlife can be enjoyed. For unique
experience, spend your evening in beach restaurant to enjoy delicious Mexican food while watching the shadow of stars in the
beach waters.

If you are interested in history, you should visit neighboring old town. This is
the place which is home to more than 400 national historic landmarks. In
other words, history lovers will have a great day out in the peaceful ambience.
While driving your vehicle from one landmark to the other only Mexico
insurance would allow you to enjoy worry-free drive. Museo de Arqueologia,
Angela Peralta Theater and Machado Plaza are some of the major attractions of
old town. Nuevo Mazatlán is the area located in the outskirts of the city. There are several resorts in the region where you can
enjoy modern comforts and luxurious hospitality.

